2022 NEW YEAR, NEW EVERYTHING

KRIEGER PTA HAS MORE EVENTS TO PLACE AND DO FOR THE COMMUNITY, SCHOOL, AND STUDENTS.

Welcome Krieger Families and commonwealth, we are proud to introduce to the new way of letting everybody at Krieger know the happenings and more. This newsletter will be sent out monthly to everyone. We are proud to introduce to you the new PTA social media meta/Facebook page.

1. SOCIAL MEDIA
   Facebook page @KRIEGERPTA LIKE AND FOLLOW

2. VALENTINES DAY
   GET YOUR BEST OUTFIT ON.
   February 2022

3. BOOK FAIR
   THE BOOK FAIR IS COMING AND WE ARE ALL EXCITED

TEACHERS
WE WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT WHAT ITEMS NEEDED.

PRINCIPAL FOR THE DAY
DRAWING FOR THE STUDENTS WILL START JANUARY

FUNDRAISING EVENTS
BAKE SALE, CAN-DRIVE, ART GALLERY DAY, SPRING CARNIVAL

Welcome to the PTA newsletter
KRIEGER PTA

DECEMBER 15, 2021

FIRST EDITION
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS
THERE ARE SO MANY OPPORTUNITIES

As part of the Krieger family we invite everyone to one and participate in all of our functions. We would love to have volunteers come show their school pride. This allows for the children to see that there is a support system all around them even outside of their home.

EVENTS AND FUNDRAISING IDEAS
WE HAVE COME UP WITH MANY EVENTS AND IDEAS TO BETTER THE COMMUNITY BOUND.

- Goods drive
- Play games, bingo
- Cost> location > dates and availability

Valentine’s Day dance
- themes ❤️ to consider all hearts coming through
- Prized danced
- Best dressed
- Gift cards
- Best awards judges and polls to be taken
- Food and snacks

🤔 Bake sale ... judges and dates
- Fundraisers packages
- Prizes
- boxes of chocolates 🍫
- Flowers to the Class
- Teddy bear 🐻

YEARBOOK. Photos and collections of photo we don’t want to have last minute of class photos.. we want a years worth of photos to collect from.

- ****news letter and news letter submissions
- Kids
- Parents
- Classroom writing submissions
- Email kriegerptapoughkeepsie@gmail.com

We welcome positive vibes and energy!

“Every single child has the ability to be a leader”

Teachers we are looking for your submissions as well.Student works,art , class scores etc.